Surrey in periodical literature 1991

Compiled by JANETTE WHITE

Articles on Surrey or including Surrey interest have been published during 1991 in the periodicals and series listed below. Articles in periodicals and publications specifically devoted to Surrey have been excluded.

Antiquaries Journal
69 Revised radio carbon dates from three hillforts in Kent and Surrey, by A J Clark and F H Thompson, 303–6
Exhibits at ballots. RB priestly regalia from Wanborough, Surrey, by Joanna Bird, 316–18
An early seventeenth century head-dress fragment – a further remarkable chance find from the Thames foreshore at Butler’s Wharf, Southwark, by Rosemary Weinstein, 323–4

Britannia
22 Wall paintings from the Winchester Palace site Southwark, by S A Mackenna and R J Ling, 159–72
Roman coinage from London Bridge and the development of the City and Southwark, by Michael Rhodes, 179–90
Roman Britain in 1990 – sites explored, by S S Frere, 221–92

Current Archaeology
124 Prehistory in Greater London, by Jonathan Cotton, 151–4
Southwark, by John Mills and Ken Whittaker, 155–62
The Department of Greater London Archaeology, a self portrait, by Peter Hinton and others, 163–4
The religious life and the worldly life; London’s monasteries and towns, by David Beard and Chris Phillpotts, 177–81

English Ceramic Circle Transactions
14 Recent excavations in London porcelain sites: Vauxhall and Limehouse, by Bernard M Watney, 121–3

Journal of the British Archaeological Association
143 The sixteenth century kitchens at Hampton Court, by Simon Thurley, 1–28

London Environmental Bulletin
6(i) Rescue archaeology in Greater London, by Michael Hammerson and Harvey Sheldon, 17–19
Medieval Archaeology
35 Excavations and medieval England: the excavation index, RCHME, 123-5

Medieval Settlement Research Group
6 Moats and manors in the landscape: settlements and moats in the Surrey Weald, by Dennis Turner, 5
Research in 1991: fieldwork, South Park Farm, 32
excavations, Surrey, 44

Post Medieval Archaeology
25 Post medieval Britain and Ireland in 1990, by Michael Ponsford, 115-170